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News: EDP chooses Gridshare for customer bill savings
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Lunar Gridshare


Managing the world’s distributed energy resources



Book a Demo










*Gridshare enabling grid services over 24hrs across the San Francisco Bay Area, November 2022: Gold = Charging / Lilac = Discharging to the grid. Actual device locations modified for privacy purposes.
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Lunar Gridshare is a leading energy management platform, designed to optimize millions of DER in increasingly dynamic markets. 

It connects with 3rd party devices, creates detailed predictions of household and fleet energy behavior, and maximizes value for customers and the grid. 

Contact us







Proven globally

80,000+
DEVICES

residential battery systems connected globally



790
MWh

distributed energy connected to the platform



3
CONTINENTS

operating across North America, Europe and Asia



2200+
EVENTS

grid services delivery to date 



3x
MORE

data handled compared to competitors



14%
EXTRA

customer bill savings in Japan through optimization








Trusted by global companies

Case studies
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[image: ]“Services like Gridshare are mainly designed to help individual customers save money and energy. But in the aggregate, it also provides utility companies with clearer behavioral patterns that help them improve energy planning. Capturing such nuances is vital for grid responsiveness.”


[image: ]“ Gridshare was able to squeeze about 60 percent more energy from its batteries than Sunrun had previously been sending to the grid, all while leaving enough juice in the batteries to provide backup power in case of emergencies.”



















Gridshare delivers value across the energy ecosystem


Energy 
retailers

Integrate with DER in order to offer innovative customer propositions and reduce your wholesale energy costs.



Utilities and Network Operators

Turn DER into valuable network resources to provide reserves, lessen distribution constraints, or manage grid frequency.



Fleet owners 
and installers

View multi-device fleets in one place, act on fleet and device data, and maximize the value of your assets.



OEMs

Improve savings to end customers, enable VPP revenue, and give corporate buyers confidence your devices will integrate with other devices in their fleet.








Lunar Gridshare bridges the gap between customers and the grid

Behind-the-meter value for the electric home
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Integrate with and control 3rd party DER, whether that’s ESS, EVSE, or HVAC



Maximize customer bill savings with daily AI predictions and optimization



Understand and act on your fleet’s data, all in one place





VPP platform for the decarbonizing grid
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Maximize revenue with our industry-leading, residential-first VPP engine



Ensure ongoing customer satisfaction by co-optimizing customer bill savings and VPP opportunities



Manage event dispatch and performance assessment across all your devices






Lunar Gridshare bridges the gap between customers and the grid
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Lunar Case Studies

Learn from a few of our customers using Gridshare today




[image: Sunrun van in front of home with solar being installed]
Turning homes into power plants with Sunrun
Largest US home solar and storage installer Sunrun partners with Lunar Energy to operate thousands of batteries across a dozen virtual power plants (VPPs).

Read
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How Gridshare and home batteries can drive a cheaper, greener, more resilient power system in Japan


Read







[image: Gridshare software unlocking grid flexibility for UK Power Networks by managing domestic storage assets]
Gridshare software unlocking grid flexibility for UK Power Networks by managing domestic storage assets


Read










[image: Honda electric car charging]
Powering Honda's electrification plans with e:PROGRESS


Read







[image: UPS electric powered van]
Leveraging our Gridshare software to help UPS electrify its fleet


Read







[image: ITOCHU and Lunar Gridshare in Japan]
Unlocking more value for ITOCHU’s residential storage customers in Japan


Read














Learn more about Gridshare



Share your contact info to speak with a team member and see a Gridshare demo


Full name*
Email*

Phone number
Company name*

Country*Select one...
United States
United Kingdom


Message
By sending you agree with our Privacy Policy and provide consent to receive updates from our company.

Thanks for reaching out. Our business services team will be in touch.

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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LearnInstallersGridshare Case StudiesGridshare Blog
Our company
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